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Is Antarctica losing its penguins?
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How does the loss of sea ice affect Adelie penguin populations in Antarctica?

Adelie penguin feed on Antarctic krill. Krill rely on sea ice for habitat and food (algae and 
phytoplankton). When there is less sea ice, there is also less Antarctic krill. That affects survival 
rates of Adelie penguins and causes a decline in their population.

What important ecological role do Adelie penguins play in the Antarctic ecosystem?

Adelie penguins keep krill and fish population under control, provide a food source for their 
predators (seals, whale etc.), and also exchange nutrients between marine and terrestrial 
ecosystems (by simply living in both ecosystems).

Why is Antarctic krill so important for Adelie penguins and the Antarctic marine ecosystem?

Antarctic krill is a main food source for Adelie penguins and many marine species in the Southern 
ocean – whales, seals, penguins, and many more. It forms the base of the Antarctic food web. 
Decline in krill populations has detrimental effects on the whole ecosystem.
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Antarctic krill is used as natural supplements (krill oil) and feed for farmed fish. As krill populations 
decline, krill fisheries become a problem for Adelie penguins. How can we manage fisheries to 
prevent the competition with penguins?

Prevent over catching, monitor krill populations, and set catching limits and limit catching areas. 
During breeding season, Adelie penguins cannot swim too far from their nesting site. Restricting 
those areas would be helpful.

Distribute fishing broadly in space to minimize overlap with penguin foraging habitats and prevent 
concentration of fishing effort in any one location(concentrating in one large area would create 
competition with krill predators).

How did our mathematical model help us predict Adelie penguin population responses to climate 
change?

The mathematical model helps us analyze data and determine the relationship between the 
population size of penguins and each factor that might influence it (adult survival rate, juvenile 
survival rate). This allows us to predict future population sizes for random combinations of good 
and poor reproductive years.


